Although the role of the large animal veterinarian has expanded to a more herd focused production medicine approach, the need for competent on-farm surgical skills still remains as a primary responsibility of the herd veterinarian. In fact many of the modern dairy and cow-calf operations have greatly improved facilities that allow for the delivery of more sophisticated on-farm surgical procedures. In addition, bovine veterinary practice has not been influenced by the same development of large referral practices as is characteristic of the small animal and equine disciplines. As a result, there is a continual need for bovine veterinarians to expand their on-farm specialty surgical expertise to meet the ever increasing demands of especially the purebred livestock industry.

It is particularly important for new graduates to develop competence in the delivery of on-farm surgical procedures in order to gain the confidence and respect of the managers of large well managed livestock operations so those new graduates have the opportunity to expand their role and deliver advanced production medicine services to these clients. This presentation is a compilation of topics and practice experience involving all aspects of the delivery of on-farm bovine surgery. It includes a discussion of the challenges of on-farm sedation and general anesthesia, the various approaches for performing local anesthesia of the paralumbar fossa, the lower limb, and the udder, as well as the associated milk and meat withdrawal times for the pharmaceuticals available for these procedures. In addition, the presentation provides a review of the often confusing bovine gastrointestinal anatomy and the various approaches and procedures for surgical correction of the many gastrointestinal problems we are presented with especially in lactating dairy cattle. Finally, the presentation will also address the surgical management of umbilical masses in calves, the surgical management of infections and other lesions of the distal limb, the surgical options available to deal with teat obstructions, and a few tips in the handling of the umbilicus in calves delivered by C-Section.

Animal welfare and specifically pain management, as well as the prudent use of drugs are both topics that currently receive priority public attention. Therefore any veterinary surgical discussion must focus on these issues as well as the technical surgical procedure that is required. We are fortunate that the bovine patient will tolerate standing surgery for so many procedures making on-farm surgery much more feasible than is possible in other species. It is my hope that this presentation will stimulate an interactive discussion that will allow for the sharing of numerous practice tips among veterinarians and inspire new graduates to expand their comfort zone with regard to on-farm bovine surgery.

Pre-anesthetic Considerations for the Bovine

The major anatomic and physiologic features that increase the general anesthetic risk in cattle include:

- A tendency to regurgitate and therefore potentially aspirate if the airway is not protected,
- The potential to develop ruminal distention (bloat),
- The potential to develop neuropathies and myopathies with recumbency,
- The potential development of hypoxemia on room air with recumbency and/or general anesthesia.

These same risks may become evident with recumbency on its own in cattle. Calves under 2 months of age can be considered monogastric animals because they lack a fully functional rumen. The younger calves may demonstrate immature organ function with a prolonged duration of action of injectable agents and inhalational anesthesia is recommended for the true neonatal animal. As
the calf ages rumination develops and the risk of regurgitation and aspiration increases despite the positive development of mature organ function. Ruminants are prone to hypoxemia and the development of hypoxemia has been linked to xylazine administration in several studies. Body position is also linked to the development of hypoxemia and dorsal recumbency should be avoided whenever possible. Ruminal tympany will result in thoracic compression and ventilation/perfusion mismatch. Nasal administration of oxygen at 5-10 L/min through a nasotracheal tube will offset hypoxemia in animals anesthetized with injectable products.

In general, pre-anesthetic preparation in cattle includes a physical examination, fasting, estimation of body weight, and appropriate laboratory evaluation if indicated. Pre-anesthetic fasting recommendations typically reported are that 2-4 month old calves be deprived of food and water for 2-8 hours, and that 4-6 month old calves be fasted for 12-18 hours and deprived of water for 8-12 hours. Adult cattle should be fasted 24-48 hours and deprived of water for 18 – 24 hours. Fasting true neonates is not recommended and should not be withheld for more than 2 hours because of the development of hypoglycemia as glycogen storage in the liver is minimal.

With any anesthetic, the physical state of the animal, particularly its hydration state, is an important consideration. Calves presented for abdominal surgery are often dehydrated and require aggressive fluid therapy before they are induced. Tissue oxygenation should also be assessed. Alpha-2 agonist drugs can produce hypoxemia in healthy ruminants and oxygen carrying capacity should also be considered. When possible, a 14 – 16 gauge IV catheter should be placed prior to induction.

Considerations for Sedation and Induction of General Anesthesia

There are very few anesthetic drugs labeled for use in ruminants and therefore most of the recommended protocols are extra label. Xylazine is labeled for use in cattle and it is a useful sedative and analgesic in ruminants and camels. The major side effects are ruminal tympany and hypoxemia. Fasting will decrease the incidence of ruminal tympany and hypoxemia can be offset with supplemental oxygen delivered by nasotracheal tube. In adult cattle it may be necessary to use a respirator to achieve adequate oxygenation especially if deep anesthesia is required.

The effects of xylazine can be reversed with Tolazoline in cattle. Tolazoline is an alpha-adrenergic blocking agent that functions as an alpha-one and alpha-two antagonist competitively inhibiting the alpha-adrenergic receptors. The label dosage is 4mg/kg IV however a number of trials have shown that a dosage of 2mg/kg given IM will reverse the effects of xylazine nearly as fast with less impact on the circulatory system. The usual concentration of this product is 100 mg/ml so the dosage used most commonly in the field is about 1 ml/ 100 lbs. For a 1000 lb animal the cost of a 10 ml dose is roughly $10. Until recently with the new availability of Tolazoline, the most available and most commonly used reversal agent for xylazine has been Atipamezole (Antisedan Zoetis). This drug is an alpha-two antagonist that competitively inhibits alpha-two adrenergic receptors. The biggest issue with this drug is its’ expense as it may cost over $100 to reverse xylazine in a mature bovine. The dosage used most commonly in the field is .05 mg/kg given IM. Therefore the dosage for a 500 kg animal would be about 25 mg or 5ml of the 5mg/ml solution. The dose ratio between the mg of xylazine given at 0.2 mg/kg rate for the same 500 kg animal and the mg of atipamezole would be about 4:1. In the event of an overdose, it may be important to go to the higher dose of Tolazoline (4mg/kg) or a higher dose of Atipamezole 0.1mg/kg given half IV and half IM.
One potential drawback of xylazine is that it will produce recumbency in the bovine at higher doses. This can be undesirable in cattle, if standing sedation is required. **Detomidine** can also be used and usually will produce a more reliable standing sedation in cattle (at a dose of 0.01 mg/kg). Some authors advocate the use of detomidine in the last third of gestation, as there may be less risk of inducing abortion, compared to xylazine.

Xylazine has also been used as a component in epidural anesthesia in cattle. It produces both sedation and analgesia and can be used alone to supplement gas anesthesia, or it may be combined with local anesthetic to produce sedation and prolong the effects of local anesthesia.

**Diazepam** is also a very useful sedative in calves, small ruminants and camelids. Intravenous diazepam induces reliable sedation with minimal adverse cardiopulmonary or respiratory effects and as a result is probably more suitable than xylazine in young animals or in animals with cardiovascular compromise.

**Butorphanol** is a widely used sedative and analgesic used in cattle and it is frequently combined with diazepam to produce neuroleptanalgesia. This may be suitable for sedation in young calves, goats and sheep, or as a preanesthetic combination. The combination of butorphanol and diazepam will reduce gas anesthetic requirements, resulting in less cardiopulmonary depression during anesthesia. Animals sedated with diazepam-butorphanol may be mask induced with gas anesthesia. Butorphanol (0.02 – 0.05 mg/kg) is also commonly combined with xylazine (0.05 – 0.2 mg/kg), detomidine (.01 mg/kg), or acepromazine (0.025 – 0.05 mg/kg) to produce varying degrees of sedation.

Intravenous **Ketamine** is often used as a reliable induction agent for general anesthesia and is the induction agent of choice for animals in shock. Ketamine will decrease gas anesthetic requirements for animals with shock but it must be given in conjunction with a muscle relaxant such as xylazine, diazepam, or guaifenasin. Guaifenesin (GG) is a centrally acting skeletal muscle relaxant that can be used to induce recumbency in cattle, or given with ketamine or thiopental for induction and intubation. GG is an adjunct to anesthesia only and not a general anesthetic. Only 5% solution should be used in cattle as hemolysis occurs at higher concentrations and the product is very irritating when given perivascularly. Typical doses include (2ml/kg of 5% solution).

Ruminants are prone to regurgitation, and must be intubated when anesthetized with Guaifenesin or the volatile anesthetics. Oro-tracheal intubation can be performed in both calves and cows. The preferred technique is to visualize the glottis with a laryngoscope but blind intubation is the technique that is usually used in the field. It can be performed successfully and is accomplished with the head and neck extended and the tube passed through the oropharynx. The esophagus compressed and the larynx is manipulated while the tube is advanced on inspiration. It is critical that a speculum be used to prevent the tube from being chewed until a surgical plane of anesthesia is reached. Intubation should be performed with the animal in sternal recumbency if at all possible as they often regurgitate when they are positioned in lateral or dorsal recumbency.

The final sedative that is still used quite commonly in cattle is **Acepromazine**. It is often used in combination with butorphanol and this mixture is more reliable for keeping the animal standing while in the sedated state than is the combination of butorphanol and xylazine. Acepromazine does cause peripheral vasodilation and is not recommended for geriatric or debilitated animals. While it is useful in the bull to relax the retractor penis muscle and facilitate examination of the penis, it must be used with caution in both bulls and stallions to avoid the risk of paraphimosis.
It is extremely important to provide appropriate padding for the anesthetized bovine patient. This is particularly important to prevent radial or facial paralysis with larger animals as they can be prone to compartmental crush syndromes. A small inflated inner tube works well to prevent both compression of the radial nerve over the lateral aspect of the shoulder as well as pressure necrosis over the greater trochanter. Resting the head on an inflated pad will also prevent facial paralysis.

Field Anesthesia Protocols for Calves

Anesthesia of calves can be performed with general anesthesia or a combination of deep sedation and local anesthesia. Restraint is particularly important and the construction of a wooden or metal “V” trough facilitates good surgical positioning and allows for lighter sedation or anesthesia. Young calves (< 3 months old) have an immature cardiovascular system, and as such, they are very dependent on heart rate to maintain cardiac output. It is best to avoid xylazine in very young calves as it will lower heart rate and decrease cardiac output. If xylazine is used, it should be used at a low dose, or should be administered epidurally. Young calves are prone to hypoglycemia and hypothermia. Blood glucose and body temperature should be closely monitored. Diazepam-butorphanol is a suitable sedative or preanesthetic mixture. Neonatal calves can be mask induced. Older calves can be induced with IV ketamine. Calves over 3 months old may be more difficult to physically restrain. Xylazine can be used at a dose of 0.1-0.2 mg/kg IM or 0.1 mg/kg IV to facilitate restraint. This can be followed by diazepam (0.2 mg/kg) and ketamine (2-4 mg/kg) for induction. Maintenance of anesthesia can be performed with an IV drip solution or gas anesthesia using isoflurane or halothane. A unique modification to a field anesthesia protocol for calves is the use of a large volume epidural which results in anesthesia up to about the level of the umbilicus and reduces the need for heavy sedation or anesthesia since the hind limbs are completely immobilized. It should be noted that this protocol should be restricted to calves under 300 lbs since there is a risk of gastrocnemius rupture during recovery for larger animals.

A common field anesthesia protocol used for 1 – 1.5 hour umbilical surgery in 200 – 400 lb calves at the University of Montreal in Saint Hyacinthe is as follows:

**Tranquilization –** 0.1 mg/kg Diazepam IV (5mg/ml)

**Large Volume Epidural -** 0.05 mg/kg Xylazine (20 mg/ml) plus 0.15ml/kg 2% Lidocaine

**Anesthesia Drip -** 2ml/kg 5% Guaifenasin plus 2mg/kg Ketamine (100 mg/ml)

**Example:** 100 kg calf - 15 ml 2% Lidocaine, 5 mg 20mg/ml Xylazine, 200 ml 5% Guaifenasin, & 200 mg (2 ml of 100 mg/ml) Ketamine

This solution is easy to monitor since each ml of 5% Guaifenasin contains 1 mg of Ketamine

Field Anesthesia Protocols for Mature Cattle

Short term anesthesia can be produced in adult cattle with xylazine as a preanesthetic, ketamine for induction, and maintenance with a mixture of guaifenasin and ketamine. The first step is to induce recumbency with 0.2 mg/kg of xylazine IV. This can be administered into the tail vein. Once the cow is recumbent 2 mg/kg of ketamine is administered IV. Ketamine can be repeated at a dose of 1 mg/kg as needed (generally every 10-15 minutes). If complete anesthesia is required the cow is induced as above and maintained with a mixture of 5% guaifenasin and ketamine. The cow must be intubated if this mixture is used. Supplemental oxygen can be administered at a flow of 8-10 litres/minute via the endotracheal tube, or at a flow of 10-15 litres/minute via a nasal catheter.
Standing Ketamine Stun
- Xylazine 0.02mg/kg and Butorphanol 0.025 mg/kg given IV as a combination
- Ketamine 0.05 mg/kg given 10 min after the above combination

Recumbent Ketamine Stun
- Xylazine 0.05mg/kg and Butorphanol 0.05 – 0.1 mg/kg given IV as a combination
- Ketamine 0.3 – 0.5 mg/kg given 10 min after the above combination

Ruminant Triple Drip
- Add Ketamine @ 1 mg/ml and Xylazine @ 0.1 mg/ml to 5% Guaifenesin (2 ml/kg for induction)

Ruminant Double Drip
- Add Ketamine @ 1 mg/ml to 5% Guaifenesin (2 ml/kg for induction)
  (2.6 ml/kg/hr for maintaining anesthesia)

Ruminant Withdrawal Times
- Xylazine – Milk = 48 hrs  Meat = 3 days
- Ketamine – Milk = 48 hrs  Meat = 3 days
- Guaifenesin – Milk = 48 hrs  Meat = 3 days
- Diazepam - Milk = NO  Meat = 30 days

Abdominal Surgery Introduction
Bovine abdominal surgery is one of the fundamental procedures that all large animal veterinarians are called upon to perform. It will be used most commonly to resolve obstetrical problems or problems involving the gastro-intestinal tract in the bovine. Right or left approaches to the abdomen will be used at the surgeon’s discretion. It is important for the veterinarian to develop skill and confidence doing this procedure so the fear of performing surgery does not delay the timeliness of the surgical intervention.
It is imperative for veterinarians to take pride in the quality of the bovine abdominal surgery they perform. Special attention must be paid to proper surgical preparation, sterile technique, atraumatic handling of tissues and secure, cosmetic closures. Many of these procedures will be done on farm and it may be less stressful on an animal to avoid a long truck ride to a hospital facility, particularly in adverse weather conditions. In addition, many livestock producers now have facilities that permit safe, clean on-farm abdominal surgery.
**Proximal Paravertebral Area Blocked**

Dorsal and ventral branches of T13, L1 and L2 spinal nerves are desensitized as they emerge from the intervertebral foramina and course along the cranial border of L1, L2 and L3 vertebrae respectively (Figure 1).

![Figure 1 – Spinal Nerves T13, L1 and L2](image)

**Technique**

- Hair is clipped to include the local anesthetic block sites and surgical site; cranial to caudal margins are from the dorsal margin of the 11th rib to just past the tip of the tuber coxae, and dorosventral margins are from dorsal midline to approximately 3/4 of the way down the abdomen. Skin aseptically prepped for the block from the dorsal midline past the lateral edge of the transverse processes.

![Figure 2 – Surgical prep for paravertebral anesthesia](image)

- Count the transverse processes from caudal to cranial to identify the transverse process of L3.
- The site for administration is the cranial aspect of the transverse process of L3, L2, and L1.
- “Walk” the needle off of cranial border of the transverse process to block the dorsal and ventral branch of nerves T13, L1, and L2.
- The cranial border of transverse process L1 can best be located by extrapolating the distance between the cranial border of L2 and L3 transverse process.
- Withdraw the needle to a location just on top of the transverse process L3 vertebrae. An additional 10 ml of anesthetic is injected to desensitize the dorsal branch of L2 nerve.
**Distal Paravertebral (Paralumbar)**

This block is particularly useful in lean dairy cows where the transverse processes can be easily identified, more routinely sized needles can be used (18 g, 1.5”), and less scoliosis and ataxia are created. This is the lateral approach to the dorsal and ventral branches of T13, L1 and L2 spinal nerves as seen in Figure 1

**Area Blocked**
- Same as for Proximal Paravertebral.

**Technique**
- Hair is clipped and skin aseptically prepared similarly to above.
- Locate the lateral tips of the transverse processes of L1, L2 and L4.
- Insert an 18g, 1.5” needle through the skin at the lateral tip of L4 (later L2 and L1), then direct the needle just ventral to the bone, towards midline, all the way up to the hub of the needle.
- 25 ml of 2% Lidocaine is injected in a fan shaped infiltration pattern ventral to the transverse process.
- 10 ml of 2% Lidocaine is deposited in a fan shaped infiltration pattern dorsal to the transverse process.
- Repeat so that all three transverse processes (L1, L2, L4) and nerves (both dorsal and ventral branches) are addressed.

**Line Block**

This procedure involves the infiltration of anesthesia into the surgical field rather than targeting the specific spinal nerves that supply innervation to that area. It may be used to extend the area of anesthesia beyond the borders of the paravertebral anesthesia. Infiltration directly at the surgical margins is less than desirable for healing, but is a technique often used to extend the anesthetized field if incomplete regional anesthesia has been accomplished previously.

**Area Blocked**
- A line directly along the intended incision site where the anesthetic solution is injected.

**Technique**
- Multiple subcutaneous injections of 2% lidocaine or carbocaine (without epinephrine) are made along the entire length of the proposed incision using a 7.5 cm 18 ga needle. This is followed by deeper injections into the muscle and parietal peritoneum.
- A flank incision large enough to perform a C-Section will usually require 100 ml of anesthetic to perform an adequate line block.
- Effectiveness of a line block is difficult to assess prior to surgery, especially for the deeper muscles and peritoneum.

Because line blocks use large volumes of anesthetic solution, and the delivery of the carbocaine is directly into an incision site, it often results in edema and hematoma formation, making surgery more difficult and possibly delaying healing.
**Inverted L Blocked**

This is a type of regional anesthesia that produces desensitization of an area by depositing anesthetic away from the surgery site to minimize edema and hematoma formation.

**Area Blocked**
- With a typical “inverted L” block in the paralumbar fossa, tissues caudal to the last rib and ventral to the lumbar transverse processes are injected. Areas caudal and ventral to the site of injection are desensitized and complete desensitization is achieved in 10-15 minutes.

**Technique**
- Multiple subcutaneous injections of 2% lidocaine or carbocaine (without epinephrine) are made 1-2 cm apart. This is followed by deeper needle insertion through the desensitized skin and infiltrating the muscle layers and peritoneum.
- The lidocaine or carbocaine is injected in an “inverted L” pattern similar to the illustration in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 – “Inverted L” regional anesthesia of the left paralumbar fossa](image)

**Background Information on Surgical Site Preparation**

Applying basic surgical principles is essential to avoid surgical site complications such as wound abscess, dehiscence, or herniation. Economics and surgical environment are both common challenges in food animal practice; identifying critical control points for surgical asepsis within the confines of a given case is important. Preoperative site preparation is important to reduce the incidence of surgical wound infection. An ideal preoperative scrub solution should decrease the number of microorganisms immediately after the scrub at the surgical site and maintain a residual effect. The population of microorganisms can be divided into two distinctive categories: resident and transient. Transient microflora are eliminated efficiently by preliminary cleaning with soap and water. The resident microflora are normal inhabitants of the skin and the ultimate goal of skin disinfectants is to decrease the resident microflora just before the skin incision is made.

Many of the recommended preoperative protocols in the bovine have been extrapolated from other species but we must be aware that the environment, the skin microflora, and hair coat are different. However we can conclude that whatever the species, proper preparation of the surgical site requires hair removal, site cleaning, and sterile preparation. Clipping or shaving the surgical site increases the
effectiveness of the disinfectant to decrease the population of resident microorganisms by improving the contact of the skin with the disinfectant. The instrument used for clipping the hair should be sharp and lubricated to avoid any skin trauma. A #40 clipper blade is used most commonly however, with a thick winter hair coat, a larger clipper with #10 clipper blade may have to be used first.

Many different disinfectants have been used for surgical site preparation. The most popular disinfectants are the povidone-iodine (0.75% – 1% free iodine) products and chlorhexidine gluconate (4%). Povidone-iodine is popular since it has a broad spectrum of action against bacteria, viruses, fungi, and some spores. It is inexpensive and allows a desirable slow release of iodine but its slow onset of action and decreased efficiency in the presence of organic material are both significant disadvantages. Chlorhexidine gluconate, on the other hand, has both a rapid onset of action and a desirable residual effect. However, it is more expensive. Although bacterial counts were lower in dogs and cattle when chlorhexidine was used, there was no difference in the post surgical infection rates between the two disinfectants. The scrubbing technique used in the preparation of a bovine paralumbar fossa surgical site is also important since it achieves a mechanical removal of skin debris as well as a reduction of microorganisms. A desirable scrubbing technique could be viewed as having three components:

1. **The Cleaning Scrub (AKA ‘Rough Scrub’)**
   - uses a disinfectant with a detergent and is applied with a soft bristle brush
   - the foaming action keeps debris in suspension
   - uses alternating scrubbing and rinsing with clean water
   - the scrubbing should last at least 3 minutes with at least 3 scrubs and rinses

2. **The Sterile Scrub**
   - uses a disinfectant with a detergent and is applied with a sterile soft bristle brush, and sterile gloves are used by the scrubber.
   - scrubbing should start in the centre and move to the periphery of the surgical site
   - this scrubbing process should last 2 – 3 minutes
   - after scrubbing, the surgery site receives a final rinse and is dried with sterile gauze sponges working from the centre to the periphery (the gauze should be free of any dirt or debris)

3. **The Final Preparation**
   - Uses alcohol and/or an iodine disinfectant without a detergent
   - Final preparation solutions should not inactivate the disinfectant scrub used prior. Alcohol has been reported to inactivate chlorohexidine.
   - The surgery site is prepped with several passes of sterile alcohol soaked gauze sponges again working from the centre to the periphery or with an alcohol spray.
   - If a long surgery is anticipated, the site may also be prepped with a non-detergent iodine disinfectant
ANATOMY REVIEW FROM THE RIGHT SIDE

Gastro-intestinal Structures:

The intestinal tract is situated within the right half of the abdominal cavity on the right side of the rumen and is caudal to the liver, omasum and abomasum. Most of the intestinal tract lies within the supraomental recess, however, part of the jejunum, ileum and cecum extend caudal to the free border of the greater omentum. Initially (in second year clinical skills) it was advantageous to use the fresh viscera of calves to establish an understanding of the anatomical relationships simply because of the smaller size and lesser amount of mesenteric and omental fat. This is illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5 below. We will attempt to utilize the knowledge gained in that exercise to successfully complete bovine abdominal surgery in mature animals through the right paralumbar fossa.

Figure 4: Anatomy of the superficial layer of the intestinal tract of a newborn calf as viewed from the right side. In the adult the umbilical vein is less prominent and the omasum is larger and not obscured by the liver.

Figure 5: Anatomy of the second layer of the intestinal tract of a newborn calf. The abomasum, liver, and the cranial and descending parts of the duodenum have been removed.
Pylorus
• It lies at the level of the costrochondral junction of ribs 9-11 in the nonpregnant cow.

Cranial Duodenum
• It extends craniodorsad from the pylorus with the proximal 8-10 cm being quite mobile and distal surface being tightly adhered to the visceral surface of the liver.
• The cranial duodenum then forms an S-shaped curve near the openings of the common bile duct and the pancreatic ducts.

Descending Duodenum
• This part of the duodenum is suspended dorsally by the mesoduodenum and it extends caudally along the right side of the dorsal abdomen.
• The superficial and deep walls of the greater omentum attach to the ventral surface of the descending duodenum.
• At the level of L5 – L6 the descending duodenum forms the caudal flexure and turns cranial to form the ascending duodenum.

Ascending Duodenum
• This part of the duodenum has a prominent attachment to the descending colon by way of the duodenocolic ligament.
• It passes cranially on the left side of the mesenteric root and finally turns to the right passing anterior to the mesenteric root and continues as the jejunum.

Jejunum
• The jejunum is 35-50 meters long in the adult cow and is suspended by the mesentery and arranged in a pattern of tight coils.
• The mesentery supporting the proximal and middle portions of the jejunum is short, however, the mesentery supplying the distal part of the jejunum and the proximal part of the ileum is longer and forms a narrow flange.
• This portion often protrudes beyond the caudal portion of the greater omentum and it is often referred to as the “distal mesenteric flange” or “greater flange”.

Ileum
• The ileum is the terminal portion of the small intestine and it consists of a proximal convoluted portion that is continuous with the jejunum and a distal straight segment that attaches to the ventral surface of the cecum by the ileocecal fold and enters the cecocolic junction obliquely on its ventral surface.
• The division between the jejunum and the ileum is the part adjacent to the longest stretch of the mesenteric flange and this is also the site of termination of the cranial mesenteric artery.

Cecum
• The cecum is a large mobile sac with its apex directed caudally (a significant difference to the horse).
• Cranial to the point of entry of the ileum, the cecum forms the cecocolic junction and continues cranially as the ascending colon.
• The cecum may lie within the supraomental recess but it often extends caudal to it or even may lie between the greater omentum and the right surface of the abdominal wall.
Ascending Colon

- The ascending colon has three parts: the proximal loop, the spiral loop, and the distal loop.

  a. Proximal Loop
     - The proximal loop is continuous with the cecum and extends cranially to the level of L1 where it forms a loop turning first caudally and then again cranially but on the left side of the mesentery.
     - The proximal loop then turns ventrally and continues as the spiral loop.

  b. Spiral Loop
     - The spiral loop usually has 2 centripetal coils progressing inward and 2 centrifugal coils progressing outward.
     - The central flexure is the midpoint between the inward (centripetal) and outward (centrifugal) coils and is usually directed cranially.
     - The outside (centrifugal) portion of the spiral loop proceeds counter-clockwise on the left side of the mesentery and transitions into the distal loop as it passes on the left side of the anterior mesenteric artery as shown in Figure 6 below.
     - You will be able to identify the spiral loop of the ascending colon in mature cows but you will not be able to follow the centripetal and centrifugal coils as you did in newborn calves in second year clinical skills.

  c. Distal Loop
     - The distal loop is continuous with the spiral loop and lies in close proximity to the proximal loop as it makes a tight turn passing first caudally and then cranially on the left side of the omentum.
     - As the distal loop passes from the left side to the right side of the mesentery, it passes around the anterior mesenteric artery and becomes the transverse colon. This structure is very difficult to palpate.

---

**Figure 6:** Anatomy of the deep layer of the intestinal tract of a newborn calf, as viewed from the right side. The central portion of the mesentery has been removed to expose the spiral loop of the ascending colon which has been laid out flat.
Transverse Colon

- The transverse colon is the short section of colon that passes from right to left around the cranial surface of the anterior mesenteric artery. This structure is also very difficult to palpate.

Descending Colon

- The descending colon continues caudally along the dorsal surface of the abdomen where it is attached dorsally by the mesocolon.
  - At the level of the duodenocolic ligament, the mesocolon is elongated thus providing that segment with considerable mobility facilitating such procedures as rectal palpation.

Other Structures Palpable From the Right Side:

Reproductive Tract, Bladder and Ureters

The non-pregnant uterus and ovaries can be palpatred in the pelvic region caudal and dorsal to the dorsal sac of the rumen and the body of the uterus and part of the cervix can be evaluated. Ventral to the uterus, the bladder can be identified and the ureters can be traced from the bladder to the kidneys with the left ureter being much easier to trace.

Liver and Gall Bladder

- Located cranially, up against the diaphragm
- Lightly palpate the edges; healthy cattle have relatively sharp liver edges, and if visible from the incision the liver is red
- In cases of fatty liver, the margins will be rounded, and appear yellow if visible
- The gall bladder is palpable as a flaccid fluid filled sack cranioventral to the incision, and just caudal to the liver.

Anatomy Review from the Left Side

A thorough systematic examination of the left side of the bovine abdomen should be performed before any specific manipulation is performed such as rumenotomy or abomasopexy. Unless a left displacement of the abomasum is present, the rumen will be visible following completion of the left flank laparotomy incision and the color of the serosa should be noted. If there is any evidence of peritonitis, the surgeon must be careful to explore the most contaminated area last, due to risk of spreading a localized peritonitis and causing an acute diffuse peritonitis. A basic approach to examine the left side of the abdominal cavity is identified below:

Rumen

- The rumen is palpated to determine the nature of its contents, its state of fill, and any evidence of adhesions.

Left Kidney

- The left kidney is pendulous and can be palpated straight in from the incision if the rumen is empty but with a full rumen the left kidney is located by passing a hand caudal to the dorsal sac of the rumen.
Spleen
- The spleen can be palpated in close proximity to the left, anterior aspect of the rumen and it can be evaluated for size or abscessation.

Reticulum
- The reticulum is typically palpated last, particularly if hardware disease is suspected
- By passing a hand forward on the left side of the rumen, the lateral, ventral, and cranial aspects of the reticulum can be palpated including its proximity to the diaphragm which can be explored for adhesions or abscesses resulting from traumatic reticuloperitonitis.

Reproductive Tract, Bladder and Ureters
- The non-pregnant uterus and ovaries can be palpated in the pelvic region caudal and dorsal to the dorsal sac of the rumen and the body of the uterus and part of the cervix can be evaluated. Ventral to the uterus, the bladder can be identified and the ureters can be traced from the bladder to the kidneys with the left ureter being much easier to trace.

Intestinal Tract
- Moving behind the rumen and over to the right side, the viscera can be palpated within the supraomental recess but cannot be exteriorized for specific examination or enterotomy.

Surgical Exposure of the Intestinal Tract from the Right Side

The extent to which the intestinal tract can be exteriorized through a right paralumbar fossa incision is limited primarily by the mesenteric and omental attachments of the intestine. Figure 7 below shows which portions of the bowel can be exteriorized and which can neither be exteriorized nor palpated.

- The pylorus can easily be identified by palpation as a firm structure deep to the costochondral junction of ribs 9 and 10. The pylorus with the distal 6-8 cm of abomasum and the proximal 6-8 cm of cranial duodenum can be exteriorized.
- The remainder of the cranial duodenum can be palpated in the region of the gall bladder, liver and pancreas but cannot be exteriorized.
- The descending duodenum is readily identified upon opening the abdominal cavity and it can be exteriorized.
- Except for the proximal 3-4 meters, the jejunooileum can be exteriorized. Exteriorization of more than a small portion (<1 ft) at any given time is not recommended, as the animal is likely to go down.
- The cecum and part of the proximal loop of the ascending colon can also be exteriorized.
- The ioeocecocolic junction and the cranial part of the proximal loop of the ascending colon are difficult to exteriorize.
- The spiral loop of the ascending colon lies on the left side of the mesentery and can be exposed by rotating the cecum and ileum cranial.
- Most of the distal loop of the ascending colon is inaccessible.
- The transverse colon and proximal portion of the descending colon lie next to the ascending duodenum and are inaccessible.
- A portion of the descending colon just distal to the duodenocolic ligament has a relatively long mesocolon and can sometime be pulled to the incision site.
- The remainder of the descending colon and the intraperitoneal portion of the rectum can be easily palpated, but cannot be exteriorized.

Figure 7: This diagram shows portions of the bowel can be exteriorized through a right paralumbar standing abdominal incision (white) those portions that can be palpated (grey) and those portions that can neither be exteriorized nor palpated (black).

**Technique for Surgical Exploration**

There is no single correct method for exploring the abdominal cavity and intestinal tract of the bovine, however, it is important for the surgeon to develop a consistent, systematic method of palpating and exteriorizing viscera. Without a systematic method, there will be a risk of failing to detect lesions and/or a protracted surgery time. It should be noted that abdominal exploration in the bovine is generally easier with the cow in a standing position.

**Suggested technique for abdominal exploration and palpation through the right paralumbar fossa:**

1. Identify **obvious abnormalities** such as positive pressure in the abdominal cavity, abnormal peritoneal fluid, grossly distended viscera, or the presence of portions of bowel between the greater omentum and the right surface of the abdominal wall.
2. Palpate the viscera in the cranial abdomen including the **omasum** (should be firm but not hard like a basketball), **abomasum** (digesta is fluid and **pylorus** can be exteriorized), liver (identify enlargement, rounded edges or abscesses), **gallbladder** (often enlarged in anorectic cows), and finally the cranial and descending **duodenum**.
3. Palpate the kidneys and ureters. The right kidney is identified dorsal to the cranial portion of the descending duodenum and the left kidney is further caudal and identified by moving a hand around the caudal fold of the greater omentum and palpatating medial to the greater omentum adjacent to the middle portion of the descending duodenum. The ureters extend caudad from the kidneys to the bladder.

4. Palpate the cecum and ascending colon. With a hand within the supraomental recess, identify and exteriorize the cecum and first portion of the proximal loop of the ascending colon. The free border of the greater omentum is reflected forward to expose the ileocecocolic junction. The cecum is then rotated craniod to expose the spiral loop of the ascending colon and allow palpation of part of the distal loop of the ascending colon.

5. Palpate the small intestine. Using the cecum as a landmark, the ileum can be palpated proximal to the cecum and to the distal flange of the jejunum which can be exteriorized and examined. After the distal flange has been replaced, then a hand can be positioned on the left side of the mesentery to palpate the small intestine to the duodenojejunal junction. This section of the small intestine need not be exteriorized unless obvious lesions are identified.

6. Palpate other structures in the dorsal and caudal parts of the abdomen. These structures include the descending colon and rectum, the uterus and ovaries, the urinary bladder, and the inguinal canals particularly in bulls.

7. Palpate the viscera in the left side of the abdomen. The surgeon should pass a hand behind the free border of the greater omentum, over the caudal portion of the rumen, and down the left side of the rumen to ensure there is not a left displacement of the abomasum.

8. Move the hand craniod and dorsad to palpate the spleen.

9. Move the hand back towards the incision, then reach cranioventrally along the right body wall, then slightly left-cranial to palpate the reticulum last (identify adhesions, presence of a magnet or foreign bodies).

**Suggested technique for abdominal exploration and palpation through the left paralumbar fossa:**

1. Identify obvious abnormalities such as positive pressure in the abdominal cavity, abnormal peritoneal fluid, adhesions between the rumen and/or reticulum and the abdominal wall, gas or fluid distension of the rumen or the presence of a left displaced abomasum.

2. Palpate the dorsal sac of the rumen, the spleen and the diaphragm.

3. Palpate caudally over the dorsal sac of the rumen and then dorsal to identify the left kidney as it hangs in a rather pendulous manner from dorsal aspect of the abdominal cavity.

4. Palpate caudal to the dorsal sac of the rumen, ventral to the left kidney and descending colon and medial to rumen to enter the supraomental recess and identify the jejunum, ileum and cecum.

5. Palpate further forward on the right side, behind the free border of the greater omentum, to identify the caudal lobe of the liver and the gall bladder.

6. Palpate the other structures in the caudal portion of the abdomen including the uterus and ovaries, the urinary bladder, and the internal inguinal rings.

7. Reach cranially along the left body wall to palpate the reticulum last (identify adhesions, presence of a magnet or foreign bodies).
Abomasal Displacement and Volvulus

Abomasal displacement and volvulus are predominantly conditions of the dairy cow although these conditions have been infrequently observed in bulls and beef cattle. Left displacement of the abomasum (LDA) is the most common abnormality, and although right displacement of the abomasum (RDA) occurs, it is often just an abomasal dilatation. The RDA may progress to a volvulus of the abomasum and this condition is an urgent life threatening condition.

There is a general agreement that higher producing cows are at greater risk and there are further suggestions of a heritable component. The typical abomasal displacement occurs within six weeks of calving and the highest incidence appears to occur in the fall or winter when new forages are introduced and cows are more confined. Although the exact cause of displacement of the abomasum is not known, some predisposing factors that have been suggested include:

1. Excessive production of volatile fatty acids caused by modern diets consisting of high acid producing feed materials such as corn silage, haylage, and fermentable grains like barley and corn.
2. Gastrointestinal stasis caused by metabolic or infectious diseases such as hypocalcaemia, ketosis, retained placenta, metritis, mastitis, and indigestion.
3. The deeper body cavity that has been selected in the dairy cow may allow more room in the abdomen for movement of the abomasum.

It is well known that excessive amounts of volatile fatty acids suppress abomasal wall tone and motility leaving the abomasum susceptible to dilatation. With parturition, there is an instantaneous loss of abdominal fill both with the empty uterus and the reduced dry matter intake at parturition. The metabolic and infectious diseases exacerbate the abomasal atony making it possible for the dilation prone abomasum to distend with gas and readily displace in the temporarily spacious abdomen.

1. Left Displacement of the Abomasum

This condition is defined as a distension of the abomasum with gas or fluid so that the greater curvature passes under the rumen and is impounded between the rumen and the left abdominal wall as illustrated in Figure 8 below:

![Figure 8: Left displacement of the abomasum as viewed from the left side.](image)

In the pathogenesis of the left displacement of the abomasum (LDA), the accumulation of gas in the abomasum is one of the most important entities. The underlying hypothetical cause of this accumulation is a combination of the three pathways listed above. The gas that accumulates in the abomasum consists mainly of methane (70%), and carbon dioxide. In a normal functioning abomasum the gas production is equal to the clearance but when motility of the abomasum is inadequate, an accumulation of gas may
occur. The vagus nerve also plays a significant role in abomasal motility. Besides the effect of the vagal nerve, large amounts of volatile fatty acids (VFA) in the rumen and abomasum, endotoxins, metabolic alkalosis, and low blood calcium levels are mentioned as plausible causes for a decreased motility. The accumulation of gas in the abomasum results in a buoyancy of the abomasum and this buoyancy in combination with a characteristic reduction in the rumen size increases the likelihood of the abomasum slipping over to the left side.

The major risk period is during the first month after calving with an increasing risk associated with increasing age. Cows that develop a LDA usually show a depressed feed intake prior to calving and often also have elevated NEFA levels. Feed form also appears to play a significant role in the pathogenesis with the quantity and quality of the roughage fed having a definite impact on the risk of an LDA developing. LDA is considered to be a metabolic disease and the three metabolic factors associated are: hypocalcaemia, metabolic alkalosis, and negative energy balance.

The outflow of digesta is characteristically impeded and as a result cows fall into a severe negative energy balance and develop moderate to severe ketosis. In addition, the pyloric obstruction results in sequestering of chloride ions in the abomasum and a resulting hypochloremia and a metabolic alkalosis.

The typical clinical signs include:

- A dramatic reduction in milk production (30 – 50%) and a decreased feed intake with a preference for forage rather than concentrates.
- The temperature, pulse, and respiratory rate are usually normal.
- The cow has a dull, depressed demeanor.
- There is usually mild dehydration with cows having a characteristic sunken eye.
- Rumen contractions are usually present and moderate in strength, however, with LDA the rumen becomes pushed medially and the stethoscope must be thrust deep into the paralumbar fossa to be able to hear the rumen contractions.
- Simultaneous auscultation and percussion will reveal an area of high-pitched tympanic resonance (“ping”) under the ribcage of the left side and may extend anywhere from the lower third of the abdomen in the 8th intercostal space to the paralumbar fossa.
- The examiner should percuss along a line from the tuber coxae to the elbow and recognize that there can be much variation in both the location and the intensity of the ping.
- The gas distended abomasum can often be visualized and palpated behind the last rib in the left paralumbar fossa and it is not uncommon for the abomasum to extend into the paralumbar fossa and be visible as a half-moon distension posterior to the 13th rib.
- On rare occasions, the abomasum can be palpated rectally but only if it is a relatively small cow and the abomasum is severely distended.
- The heart should always be auscultated since the electrolyte imbalance may precipitate an atrial fibrillation which will usually correct itself when the displacement is resolved.

The typical clinical pathology seen with LDA include:

- Cows with LDA usually develop severe ketosis and the level of ketones in the blood, urine, and milk increase rapidly resulting in the reduced appetite and depression.
- In addition, LDA cows have a hypochloremic, hypokalemic metabolic alkalosis.
In a normal bovine the secretion of HCL into the abomasum is accompanied by return of HCO3 into the circulation.

In the patent GI tract, the HCL is buffered and resorbed farther along the tract, thereby restoring the electrolyte and acid-base balance.

With a DA and the associated obstructed outflow from the abomasum, there is an increase in plasma HCO3⁻ and a net loss of Cl⁻.

The hypochloremia results from the abomasal sequestration of hydrochloric acid caused by the reduced emptying of the abomasum, and the subsequent reduction of chloride available to be absorbed by the small intestine.

The metabolic alkalosis results from the increasing plasma HCO3⁻ levels produced from the return of HCO3⁻ into the circulation in response to the HCL secretion into the abomasum and the resulting Cl⁻ loss due to sequestration in the abomasum.

Hypokalemia is caused by a number of factors and the most important may be the lack of ingestion of potassium rich feeds because of the anorexia.

However, in a metabolic alkalosis state, there is also a net intracellular movement of K⁺ in exchange for H⁺ which moves extracellular to correct the alkalosis and low concentration of extracellular H⁺.

The hypokalemia and dehydration result in the renal response of sodium retention but potassium depletion may have been so extensive that hydrogen ions are excreted in the urine instead of potassium, leading to the so-called “paradoxic aciduria”.

Treatment for LDA involves returning the abomasum to its anatomic location and treating the coincident electrolyte, acid-base, dehydration, and energy deficit abnormalities. The treatment options for LDA are extensive and the common choices include:

(a) Rolling

Rolling the cow is one of the simplest methods to resolve the displacement, however, due to the very high recurrence rates, this procedure alone is used very infrequently and most techniques employ methodologies intended to secure the abomasum in its normal position. The procedure involves lying the cow down on the right side, rolling her up into dorsal recumbency for a short period of time (2-5 minutes), and then rolling her down on her left side before allowing her to stand.

(b) Toggle Suture

The toggle suture is a modification of the rolling procedure and it has the advantage of securing the abomasum in its near normal position. The cow is positioned in dorsal recumbency using the same technique as for the rolling procedure. The operational site is identified about 4-7 inches (10-15cm) behind the end of the xiphoid and prepared according to the preference of the surgeon. The abomasum may be ausculted in this area with a stethoscope and the cow should be positioned with the loudest 'ping' in the center of the operational site previously described. The abomasum will assume its normal anatomical position under most circumstances, except when concurrent adhesions or peritonitis might prevent normal movement to its correct anatomical location. It is useful to have an assistant place the pressure of a knee, hand, or foot, on the lower left abdominal quadrant ahead of the udder, to ensure that the abomasum is in proper position and as close to the ventral abdominal wall possible. The trocar-cannula, with the push rod inside, is placed 4-7 inches (10-15cm) behind the end of the xiphoid and 2-3 inches (5-7cm) to the right of the midline. The abdominal wall and the abomasum are perforated with a
swift downward push of the trocar being careful to avoid large milk veins in the area. The distinct odor of abomasal gas may be identified at this time, and if desired, a small amount of fluid can be extracted via small diameter plastic tubing and checked for low pH (2-4). After removing the plastic handle and push rod from the trocar needle, place the first toggle suture into the open lumen of the needle. Use the push rod to move the toggle completely through the length of the needle so that it will turn perpendicular to the long axis of the needle once in the abomasal lumen. Remove the cannula and pull snugly on the suture, so that it lies firmly against the abdominal wall and secure with a hemostat. Place the second toggle 2-3 inches (4-7cm) anterior to the first toggle suture, forward toward the xiphoid in exactly the same manner described for the first suture. Before removing the trocar needle from the second suture site, place pressure on the external abdominal wall to force as much free gas from the abomasum as possible. The two toggle suture ends are then tied together, using a number of square knots to suit the surgeon’s preference. It is suggested that a vertical distance of 2-3 inches be left between the abdominal wall and the knots. It is desirable to place a gauze pad or stint between the suture and the body wall to prevent it from becoming embedded in the abdominal wall. The cow is then rolled in a clockwise direction on to her left side and allowed to stand. Two major advantages of the procedure are its minimal invasiveness and its low cost.

(c) **Right-Flank Omentopexy**

The right-flank omentopexy is one of the most popular surgical repairs for LDA, however, it should be pointed out that there are also three other surgical LDA repair techniques that are used with relative frequency. The main advantage of the right-flank omentopexy is that it is performed in a chute with the animal in a standing position and it is often done by the veterinarian alone without any assistance for either restraint or surgical procedure. After local regional anesthesia and a surgical prep, a 10 – 12 inch incision is made in the center of the right paralumbar fossa and a sterile gowned and gloved hand is introduced into the abdominal cavity. The hand is passed behind the free border of the greater omentum, caudal-dorsal to the entrance to the supraomental recess, ventral to the left kidney, and dorsal to the caudal dorsal sac of the rumen and then forward to palpate the abomasum which can be found trapped between the rumen medially and the left body wall laterally. It is desirable to deflate the abomasum with a vacuum apparatus and sterile vacuum line and needle. The contents of an abomasum that is displaced to the left is usually gas with only minimal fluid so it is possible to achieve near complete deflation. If the surgeon has long arms, a hand can be placed over the abomasum and the abomasum can be swept under the rumen and back to its normal position. If the cow is extremely large or the veterinarian has short arms, the deflated abomasum can be replaced to its normal position by gentle traction on the greater omentum. The serosal surface of the pyloric portion of the abomasum must be identified at the point where the greater and lesser omentum become continuous (this area is often referred to as the shark’s nose). Identification at this point confirms the correct location to “pexy” the greater omentum to the body wall. Most surgical procedures include the greater omentum with the closure of the transversus abdominus and peritoneum but there is much variation in the way the stay sutures are placed in the greater omentum prior to the closure. There is general consensus that the sutures should be placed 1 -1 ½ inches from where the greater omentum reflects onto the serosa of the abomasum, but the type stay suture used by various surgeons may differ. Some surgeons prefer to place the stay sutures through both the cranial and caudal edges of the incision while others suture only through the cranial edge. In addition some surgeons place the stay sutures through only the transversus abdominus while others prefer to include the internal and external oblique as well. If surgery is performed early in the progression of the condition, excellent results can be expected. It is important to recognize that with the true omentopexy the sutures enter only the greater omentum and not the abomasum. Some surgeons have modified this technique to include the serosa of the abomasum rather than the greater omentum and if this procedure is done it would be referred to as a right-flank abomasopexy.
(d) Left-Flank Abomasopexy

The left-flank abomasopexy is another procedure commonly used to repair LDA. The surgical preparation and entry of the abdominal cavity is the same as above except that the incision is made in the left paralumbar fossa. The gas filled greater curvature of the abomasum can easily be identified cranial-ventral to the incision. With the abomasum still distended with gas, several seromuscular stitches of non-absorbable suture material are placed along about a 5 cm distance in the greater curvature using a simple continuous suture pattern and having both ends of the suture material kept long. A 3 – 5 inch straight or serpentine needle is then attached to each end of the suture, the gas is removed from the abomasum with a needle and vacuum tube, and the needles and suture material are driven through the body wall at a point just to the right of the midline in a location similar to the needle placement for the toggle suture technique. An assistant grasps the needles and places traction on each suture while the surgeon pushes the abomasum ventrally to rest in its normal position in contact with the ventral body wall. Care must be taken not to twist the sutures so that the greater curvature of the abomasum lies smoothly along the ventral body wall to the right of the midline. The assistant then ties the sutures over a plastic or gauze stint leaving a similar amount of slack to that used with the toggle suture technique. The abdominal wall is then closed using the standard closure.

(e) Paramedian Abomasopexy

Another common surgical technique used in the surgical repair of LDA is the paramedian abomasopexy. This was one of the first described LDA surgical repair techniques and it is still the procedure of choice for many veterinarians. The cow is first positioned in dorsal recumbency and surgery is performed either under local or general anesthesia. The surgical site is identified as being to the right of the midline, caudal to the xyphoid process, cranial to the umbilicus, and medial to the right cranial superficial epigastric vein. This is the same location as used for suture placement for the toggle technique. A 6 -8 inch incision is made through the abdominal wall parallel to the midline and the greater curvature of the abomasum is usually visible within the surgery site if the cow is positioned correctly. Once the pyloris and fundi part of the abomasum have been identified, the location for the pexy is isolated mid-way along the greater curvature between the attachment of the greater and lesser omentum and the serosa is gently grasped between the thumb and forefinger to create a separation between serosa and mucosa. This allows the abomasum to be fixed to the abdominal wall with a non-perforating seromuscular suture. Most surgeons prefer to use a non-absorbable suture material to create a mild inflammatory reaction to facilitate a substantial adhesion. The first suture line (usually #1 non-absorbable) is placed in either a simple continuous or simple interrupted pattern and passes through the peritoneum, internal sheath of the rectus abdominus, usually through some of the rectus abdominus muscle, and the seromuscular portion of the abomasum. It should be noted that it does not include the external sheath of the rectus abdominus as this is the main strength holding layer and is sutured separately using absorbable suture material such as #2 PDS in a simple continuous or simple interrupted pattern. The subcutaneous layer is usually also closed with absorbable suture material in a simple continuous pattern to eliminate as much dead space as possible. Finally the skin is closed with #3 non-absorbable suture material in whatever pattern the surgeon prefers.

(f) Laparoscopic Abomasopexy

The laparoscopic technique is the most recent procedure described for LDA repair and it has been described as both a one-step and a two-step procedure. The two-step procedure involves laparoscopic manipulations both with the cow standing and with her in dorsal recumbency and the complexity of the procedure has limited its use in practice. The one-step procedure is performed with the cow in dorsal recumbency using three separate laparoscopic sites. Although a significant investment in equipment is a factor limiting the use of the procedure, it is most likely that this procedure or a similar modification will be the most common laparoscopic procedure used in practice.
2. Right Displacement of the Abomasum

This condition is defined as a distension of the abomasum with gas and/or fluid so that the greater curvature is displaced dorsally with no complete obstruction of the cranial duodenum. An RDA is similar to an LDA except that the distended abomasum rises against the right surface of the abdominal wall, rather than the left surface. Unlike the abomasal volvulus, there is not complete obstruction to passage of abomasal contents distally into the duodenum however an RDA can progress to an abomasal volvulus without apparent warning. Similar to an LDA, an RDA results from increased gas accumulation in the abomasum and the same resulting increased buoyancy. With the increased buoyancy, there are three separate possible rotations that the abomasum can make on the right side:

1. Gas accumulates in the fundus causing the cranial part of the abomasum to move dorsally adjacent to the right abdominal wall (counter-clockwise rotation as viewed from the right side).

2. Gas accumulates first in the pyloric part of the abomasum and causes a clockwise rotation of the abomasum as viewed from the right side.

3. Gas accumulates first in the body of the abomasum and causes dorsal migration of the greater curvature along the right surface of the abdominal wall. This results in a counter-clockwise rotation as viewed from behind the cow. This is the most common RDA rotation and is shown in Figure 9 below:

![Figure 9: Right displacement of the abomasum as viewed from the right side.](image)

All of the predisposing factors, clinical signs, and clinical pathology of an RDA are similar to that already described for an LDA. The major difference is that the gas filled abomasum creates a distension on the right side and this may also be visualized behind the 13th rib in the right paralumbar fossa. The tympanic resonance or "ping" described for the LDA can be identified in the same location between the 8th and 13th ribs but on the right side. There is also a major difference in urgency with an RDA as compared to an LDA because it can easily progress to an abomasal volvulus which is a serious, life threatening condition.

Treatment for RDA involves returning the abomasum to its anatomic location and treating the coincident electrolyte, acid-base, dehydration, and energy deficit abnormalities. The treatment options for RDA are more limited than for LDA because of the need to visualize the abomasum.
Rolling the cow is not an option because of the high risk of creating an abomasal volvulus. Therefore the correction of RDA must be done using a right-flank omentopexy, a ventral paramedian abomasopexy, or a ventral laparoscopic abomasopexy. All three of these procedures facilitate visualization of the abomasum and ensure that the displacement is corrected and not allowed to progress to an abomasal volvulus. The prognosis for full recovery from RDA should be as good as LDA if it is identified early enough.

3. Abomasal Volvulus

This condition is characterized by its serious nature and its sudden onset. A right and dorsally displaced abomasum easily performs an additional rotation around a vertical axis. In almost all cases this rotation is performed to the left (counter-clockwise, seen from rear) and the greater curvature of the abomasum usually faces dorsally and caudally. The proximal part of the duodenum extends ventrally from the pylorus, around the neck of the omasum, and then medially in a cleft formed between the rumen and the omasum. As long as the abomasal twist does not exceed 180 degrees, functional disturbances are caused mainly by a reduced abomasal outflow, resulting in dehydration and in disturbances of blood acid-base-balance (hypochloremic metabolic alkalosis). These cases have a very good prognosis when surgery is performed immediately. When the twist of the abomasum exceeds 180 degrees (abomasal volvulus), the twine gets more contracted, strangulating the abomasal nerves and blood vessels. The distended omasum is often thrust into the lesser omentum and commonly tears the lesser omentum. It should be understood that an abomasal volvulus can result from any one of three rotation processes:

1. The counter-clockwise rotation of the fundic part of the abomasum as viewed from the right side continues to a 180 to 270° rotation.

2. After the first 180° clockwise rotation of the pyloric part of the abomasum as viewed from the right side: The abomasum, omasum, and proximal part of the duodenum then rotate 360° in a counter-clockwise direction as viewed from behind the cow.

3. After the first counter-clockwise rotation as viewed from behind the cow (the most common RDA) the abomasum and duodenum then rotate in a counter-clockwise direction as viewed from the right side. This is the most common rotation sequence resulting in an abomasal volvulus and the progression is demonstrated in the four diagrams in Figure 10 below:
Cows with abomasal volvulus (AV) will not survive without surgery. It is a serious, life-threatening condition in dairy cattle and is characterized by severe dehydration, hypochloremic, hypokalemic alkalosis, and complete mechanical obstruction of the abomasal outflow. The typical clinical signs include:

- Abdominal distension is observed bilaterally but it is the right side that has the marked distension and the distended abomasum often extends caudally behind the last rib forming a half moon distension that is visible and palpable in the right paralumbar fossa.
- Simultaneous auscultation and percussion reveals a large area of high-pitched tympanic resonance ("ping") under the right rib cage from the 8th to the 13th rib.
- AV differs from a simple DA in that the distension is usually caused by more fluid that gas and as a result, combined succussion and auscultation will confirm a large fluid accumulation within the AV on the right side.
- The systemic effects of the gastrointestinal obstruction from an AV progress much more rapidly and to a much more serious degree than with either LDA or RDA.
- Much more severe depression, dehydration, & anxious demeanor are observed in cows with an AV than with a simple DA.
- The heart rate is often over 100, the extremities feel cold, and the rumen contractions are reduced or absent.

The clinical pathology that characterizes abomasal volvulus is similar but of much greater severity than has been identified with LDA or RDA. The dehydration is much more severe and the syndrome begins with the same hypochloremic, hypokalemic metabolic alkalosis. However, because of the complete obstruction, the HCl that normally leaves the abomasum and is sequestered in the abomasum becomes regurgitated into the omasum and rumen resulting in a large increase in rumen chlorides. As the condition progresses, dehydration becomes more marked and metabolic acidosis may eventually supercede the alkalosis terminally.

The most desirable surgical approach is the right-flank omentopexy. When the abdominal cavity is opened, one usually encounters the greater curvature of the abomasum facing dorsally and caudally.
Severe distension of the abomasum occurs and the contents is usually primarily fluid although a significant component of gas may also be present. This is different from an LDA or an RDA where the distension is almost totally gas. Decompression of both gas and fluid is usually necessary before an abomasal volvulus can be corrected. Maintaining sterility and removing the fluid from a severely compromised abomasum is one of the major surgical challenges. Following deflation, the abomasum is pushed craniolaterally and cranioventrally to release the duodenum from the cleft between the rumen and the omasum. Often the omasum may have to be lifted to free the trapped duodenum. To ensure complete correction, the pylorus is held stationary with one hand while the other hand is used to palpate ventrally along the greater curvature of the abomasum until the reticulum is felt. The omasum is then palpated to ensure it is positioned correctly against the right abdominal surface, dorsolateral to the body of the abomasum. In an abomasal volvulus, the omasum is often thrust into the lesser curvature of the abomasum and often tears the fragile lesser omentum. While the object of the correction is returning the abomasum to its anatomic location and treating the coincident electrolyte, acid-base, dehydration, and energy deficit abnormalities, those cows affected with AV for longer than 24 hours have a poor chance of survival. If the greater curvature of the abomasum is dark purple or even black, it is an indication that there has been severe circulatory compromise and it may be impossible for it to return to normal function as seen in Figure 11 below:

**Figure 11: Severely Distended Abomasum - Abomasal Volvulus**

The abomasum may be distended with as much as 10 gallons of fluid and correction of the torsion without at least partially emptying the abomasum is impossible. As a result the use of a vacuum tube and purse-string suture is useful to drain the abomasum as seen in Figure 12 below:

**Figure 12: Fluid Drainage - Abomasal Volvulus**
4. Differential Diagnosis

Outlines of the approximate areas of ping for right-side GI disorders
5. Cecal Dilatation/Torsion
6. Cranial Duodenal Sigmoid Flexure Volvulus

7. Hemorrhagic Bowel Syndrome
8. Intestinal Volvulus
9. Intestinal Intussusception

10. Intraluminal Obstructions
11. Abomasal Ulcers in Calves

12. Abomasal Torsion in Calves

13. Mesenteric Torsion in Calves

14. Atresia Coli in Calves
15. Umbilical Masses in Calves
16. Septic Arthritis of the Distal Interphalangeal Joint

17. Upper Leg Injuries
18. Teat Surgery
19. C-Section Tips and Discussion
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